Knock Knock Writeup
First let’s run the binary, we can see it asks for a passcode.

Entering a random passcode didn’t give us anything, so let’s jump to IDA to see
what’s going on.

The first function sub_401210 is a small decryption function.
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The first byte of the argument is used as the decryption key, the second byte
is length of the encrypted blob and the rest are the encrypted bytes.

We can write a small python script to decrypt this blob.

And it prints the string Passcode: , so we can deduce that the strings are
decrypted dynamically at runtime. We can decrypt them using xrefs to this
decryption function and continue our analysis.
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The function at sub_401A80 just checks if byte 32 of the user input is 0, if not
it will return 1 and exit the program (so passcode length must be 32).
The next function at sub_401FA0 is an interesting one.

It resolves a list of memory addresses that are used later as function calls, but
what’s this first line?
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Let’s switch to the disassembly view.

Interesting! It’s using the NtGlobalFlag from PEB structure to check if a
debugger is present, and this value is used in all the next function calls (to
resolve the wrong functions if a debugger is present).
We can use bypass this by setting this value to 0 in the debugger.

Ok so the first function at sub_401D40 get a module handle (in this case
ntdll.dll and kernel32.dll), and the section one at “sub_401DE0” gets a
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function handle.
Function resolution is done by walking the exports directory of the module and
comparing each export name to the desired function name.
But here it’s using function hash instead of function name, so it’s hashing each
function name and comparing it to the passed hash value.
The hashing algorithm used here is DJB2 as you can see below.

We can use the debugger to resolve these functions for us and then rename
the addresses in IDA (the lazy way).
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That’s much better! Back to the main function.
The next function at “sub_401A60” calls 2 functions, if any of them retuned 1 it
would call “ExitProcess”.
The first one at “sub_4018F0” is quite simple, it uses the PEB structure to get
the number of processors on the system VMs normally use 1 processor core).

If this number is less than 2, it will return 1 (meaning that it’s running in a VM.
The next function at “sub_401920” loops through the running processes and
compares them to a set of known VM processes.

These processes are: “vboxservice.exe, vboxtray.exe, vmtoolsd.exe,
vmacthlp.exe, vmwaretray.exe, vmwareuser.exe, vmware.exe”.
To bypass the VM checking we can just NOP the call to “sub_401A60”.
After that the program store the user entered passcode in an environment
variable called “p4ssc0de” using “SetEnvironmentVariableA” and calls the last
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function at “sub_401390”, let’s see what this function does.

Ok so this function starts off by creating a new suspended process of itself,
then it loads one of its resources and passes that resource buffer to
“sub_401280” which is responsible for decrypting that resource.
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After decrypting the resource, it hollows the new process using
“NtUnmapViewOfSection” then allocates new memory in that process and
injects the decrypted resource buffer to it using “WriteProcessMemory”.
Finally, it fixes the relocations in the injected process, sets the thread context
to the entry point of the injected resource and resumes the thread.

So to get the injected code, we can either dump the resource of the pe file and
rewrite the decryption algorithm ourselves or we can just use the debugger
and dump the resource after it’s being decrypted (will do the latter).
If we set a breakpoint after the decryption function, we will get a PE file which
is the next stage payload.

The payload is at offset 027758 from the start of the memory dump and its
size is 04E00 so we need to remove the redundant bytes before and after our
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payload dump.
Ok with that out of the way, let’s jump into the second stage.

The first function at “sub_403360” decrypts the string “p4ssc0de” and gets
the value stored at that environment variable (this is the value of the user input
from the first stage).

The string decryption algorithm is the same one used in the first stage so I will
not go over it again.
Next, we can see 3 calls to “sub_4032E0”, this function takes 2 parameters (a
function pointer and the passcode buffer).

As you can see, it just calls the function pointer with the second argument as
its parameter. But what is this __debugbreak? let's check the disassembly
view.
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I’ve colored the relevant blocks to make it clear.
After calling the function pointer, the return value in eax is stored in a stack
variable which we will call “result”.
Next, there is a try catch (try/except) block. It tries to execute “INT 3”
instruction (which is used to trap the debugger). This should raise an exception
if no debugger is attached and then jump to the catch block. But if there’s no
exception (which means the process is being debugged), it will set “result”
variable to 1 and return that value.
If you look back to the main function, the return values of the 3 function calls
are used to check if the passcode is correct.

So this is a simple sneaky anti-debugging trick. Now let’s check the 3 called
functions starting at “sub_402FC0”.
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This function operates on passcode[0:12]. It takes each character, does some
bit shifting (actually this is RightRotate 1) then stores the result in a char array
and compares this array to a hardcoded buffer.
We can reverse these operations using hardcoded bytes.

Cool, now we have the first 12 chars of the passcode.
The second function at “sub_403050” operates on passcode[1224.

To see what it’s doing with the passcode, we need to check those 2 function
calls before “memcmp”.
Turns out that it’s the famous RC4 algorithm. The first function at
“sub_401030” is the RC4_KSA Key-scheduling algorithm) which uses the RC4
key to initialize the sbox.
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The second function at “sub_4010E0” is the RC4_PRGA Pseudo-random
generation algorithm) which will do the encryption.

Finally It will compare the result to a hardcoded buffer, so let’s decrypt it.
Note: the RC4 key is at “unk_405120” and it’s 0xAABBCCDD.
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Good, one more to go.
The last function at “sub_403110” operates on passcode[2432.

First it initializes some bytes (which we will need later), then it takes the last 8
bytes of the passcode and passes it to “sub_401C90” and compares the result
with hardcoded bytes at “unk_405138”.
“sub_401C90” will take the same arguments and pass them to “sub_401BB0”,
so let’s see what it does.
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It loops through the passcode subset, takes 8 bytes at a time and passes them
to “sub_4018A0” which does some complex byte operations.

In this case we can use “KANAL” plugin which comes with PEiD, this plugin
searches for known crypto algorithms.
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Nice, it detected 3 crypto algorithms, the first one is DES at address
0401869 which is inside “sub_401650”. If we check the xrefs to this function
we can see that it’s called by “sub_4018A0” (the complex function from
above).
So we can conclude that the last part of passcode is DES encrypted. The key
length of DES is 8 bytes, which happens to be the same length of the bytes
initialized at the start of “sub_403110”.
Now that we have the key and since DES is a symmetric encryption algorithm,
we can use that key to decrypt the hardcoded bytes at “unk_405138”.

Now we have the 3 parts of the passcode, let’s give it a try.
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Viola! That was a long journey :)
Passcode: g91lRnQU7a5mbXs4aVck494yFJ3xs3o8
Flag: S3D{d0g3_c01n_t0_th3_m00n!
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